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Nonlinear hyperbolic systems of conservation laws arise in modeling conservative
physical systems, such as fluid dynamics and elasticity. The nonlinear structure ~ives
rise to interesting features such as shock waves and oscillations, and has been the
subject of intense mathematical study for over 40 years. Questions of existence,
imiqueness and regularity are still being actively investigated using vanishlng viscosity
and"entropy condition techniques as weIl as newer approaches such as compensated
compactness. There is currently much interest In the kinetic theory of gases, the
relation of'Boltzmann equations .and Broadwell models to conservation laws an~ the
development of new mathematical techniques based on these connections.

New applications are being studied where the structure is more complicated than in the
classical genuinely nonlinear homogeneous case. Source terms are of panicular
importance in combustion problems. Applications to general relativity,
magnetohydrodynamics, elastic-plastic solids and traffic flow were also discussed.

The study of numerical methods for conservation laws is also an aclive area of
research, with emphasis on methods that capture shocks sharply while respecting
entropy conditions and giving highly accurate smooth solutions. Several talks
concemed the development 'of genuinely multi-dimensional methods for gas dynamics
on structured or unstructured grids. Applications to combustion and enhanced oil
recovery also received attention, as did new techniques for estimation errors and
proving convergence.
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Yann Brenier
CooseJVation laws deriyed from the VIasOV-Poissoo System

The singular limit of the Vlasov-Poisson system

df + divx(~O + div~(Ei) = 0 (1)

(2)

-ro.41 =f fd~ - 1 (3)

is eonsidered when E > 0 goes to zero. Tbe limit system is fonned of (1), (2), and .

-.1xq, = .. L dXiOXjf~i~jfd~ (4)
IJ = I, d .

instead of (3). It is a highly singular system for which the new kinetic theory of
DiPema, Lions, Golse, Penthame etc. does oot seern to provide satisfying answers
beeause of the loss of 2 derivatives from (3) to (4). In the one dimensional case (d =
1), eonstant solutions of the fonn:

fC;-} ifui-l(t, x) > ~ > u;(t, x) i = 2, ..., N

f(t, x) = ,
o otherwise

ean be eoosidered, at least locally in time, where N is a fixed integer,c312, ..., CN - In
are fixed >0 constants. Tbe uoknown U2, .•• , UN _1 form a system of conservation

laws

where

. u~

dtUi+ dx(t) + dxcf> =0, i =2, ..., N - 1 (5)

N

cf> =-1.3.L ci .l.(uf - ur-I) and Ui, uNcan be algebraically eliminated by
1 =2 2

-N

L Ci .l.(Ui- Ui-l)=I,
i = 2 2

N

L c l.(u~ - U~ 1) = 0
i =2 I· 2 I 1-

(6).

It ean be shown (joint work with B. Engquist aod E. Grenier) that the resulting system
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of conservation laws is strictly hyperbolic in the domain UI > U2> ... > UN for any

choice of N and clfl, ..., CNI2 _I provided. Here is j E (2, ..., N - 1 ) such that"

C31l S ... S Cj. 112 2: Cj + Ifl 2: ... 2: CN· 1(2. (7)

Conversely, there are cases (typically N = 4, C3fl = C7fl > 0, cS(2 = 0)' where the
systems is not hyperbolic. Therefore, the continuation of such systems after

appearance of singularities is entirely open.

New tools, as Tanar's H-measures and DiPema-Majda generalized Young's measure

(L. T., Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinb. 1991, R. D.-A.M., Comm. Math. Phys. 1987) allow us

10 pass 10 the limit, when E -+ 0, in the 2 first moment equations:

atf~d~ +~ ax4 ~iN~) =0

at f ~i~d~ + tr ax4 ~i~jN~ - EiJx~laxl

(10)

by using the conservation of total energy ..,

~!J J~12N~dx+f{ IV,Ef2dX]=O.~"·
Indeed, the limit of~ and~E can be defined in tenns of positive measures VQM

and' Vr acting in the phase space (x, ~) a test functions of the type: <P(x)'P(~),
. 1&1"

<p e Co(R~, 'P e C(sd. 1). _..

Then the measure (VDM, \7) can be seen as a DiPema-Majda measme valued solution
to the incompressible (!) Euler equations.

Gui-Qiang ehen
• Hmertx>lic Systems of Conseryation Laws

Tbe effect of relaxtion is impot:tant in many physical situations such as the kinetic
theory ofgases, phase transition, elasticity with memory, and water waves. In this talk I

will first describe the structure of general N x N hyperbolic systems of conservation
laws with stift relaxation tenns, and discuss the relationship between the stability arid
the existence of a convex entropy. Tben I will discuss the behavior of the stiff

relaxation limit and the weakly nonlinear limit for general 2 x 2 systems, which

corresponds the compressib~eEuler limit and the incompressible Navier-Stokes limit.

Some physical models including some 3 x 3 systems will also be studied if possible.

(Joint work with T.~P. Liu and D. Levermore).
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Björn Engquist
Large Time Behavior for Periodic Solutions fo Scalar cooservatiQn LaWs

Convergence of space-periodic solutions to a constant steady state were proved under
certain nonlinearity condition onthe flux functions. Tbe result io two dimensions

generalizes earlier work by Dafermos in one space' dimension. The related

homogenization problems were also discussed.

Heinrich Freistühler
Magnethydrodynamic shock waves and their stability

I plan to

(a) make some remarks about the discrepancy between ideal aod dissipative
frameworks, and

(b) preseot same results about viscous profiles for intennediate MHD· shock
waves.

James Glimm
Stochastic So)utioos of Conservation Laws

Turbulence aod multiphase flow are important in fluid mixing and boundary layers.
Modelin·g of this phenomena leads to an enlargement of systems of conservation laws.

These mixing theories define an internal strocture for constant discontinuities, slip
surfaces and material (fluid) interfaces.

FlOm a microscopic point of view, the same phenomena can be studied using two fluid

Euler equation with an unstable interface. Direct numerical simulation of these

equations provides new information conceming the mixing process. For acceleration
driven instabilities (the Ragleigh-Taylar problem), we present results showing that the

compressible mixing rate cao be more than twice its value in the incompressible limit.

This result is surprising, because the mixing rate has an universal value, in earlier (but
purely iocompressible) studies.

J. M. Greenberg
DiSPersive Difference Schemes and Continuum - Limits of Chain EguatiQns

I discussed the h =0+ limits of solutions of the chain equations

h~ =a(<Pk + 1- <Pk) _ (J(cpk - <I>k - 1) and
h. h.
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Where the interparticle force law was a finite range repulsive force or a Langrange

force of the fonn a = !'<'Y - Ity), 'Y> O.

In the fenner case it was shown that the weak limits of these solutions were the same

as for a point system of elastic poini masses experiencing elastic collisions and in t~e

latter case that the weak limits satisfied a system of mean field conservation laws

whose solution successfully reproduced the results of numerical simulations. Results
will appear in Comm. on Pme and Appl. Math. and Physica D. .

Eduard Harabetian

~.r.!'':~

The viscosity condition far Hamilton-Jacobi equations is shown to be equivaleni to the

condition that the speed of the level sets is minimal.

A. Heibig
ErroIS estimates rOT oscillatio& system of conseryation laws

Dur system is:

{

uf + f(uE)x =0 (1)

uE(x, 0) = u&(x), u6 smmh (2)
The pth field is sUPpOsed to be linearly degenerate; the other are GNL. Foll~~ng
Serre, we make the change of variable:

defined by: d<l>i(U)' rp(a) == 0, i Sn - 1 and set:

v = 1'1 (U), ..., <I>n * I(U)~ w = 4»n(u). (1) can be wrinen:

{

OtVE + B(vE, WE)OxVE ~ 0 (3)

OtWE + q(' , w) dxVE + J.1{vE)dxWE = 0 (4)

Ansatz: (Serre):

Ivt<x, t) = vo(x, t) + eVlt (a, ~ tp(Cl, t) Je) + 0(e2)

lwE(x, t) =wo(x, t <p(x, t)1e) + EW 1(x, 1, cp(x, t)1 e) + 0(e2)

Place into (3, 4) and set:
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~
t + J.1(V o)CPx = 0

tVo + B(vo, WO)dxV o + cp[B(Vo, wo) - J.1(VO)]dyV t = 0

tWo + q(VO, WO)(dxV 0 + <PxdyVt) + J.1(VO)OxW0 + <Px(.~~u(VO)· Vl)dyWO = 0

(5)

Dur goal is to prove loeal existence th. for eqs (5) and (1) and to estimate

(VE, wE) - (Vo +eV1 Wo + eWl)·

Under the assumption:
3K: Rn --+ GLn _1(R) regular such that

'r/(v, w) E Rn -1 X R, K(v, w) is symmetrie positive defmite

'r/(v, w) E Rn-l x R, K(v, w) B(v, w) is symmetrie

'r/V E Rn - 2, function: w --+K(v, W) [B(V, w) - J.1(0)] is constant

(depending on V),

we prove existence of a local smooth sol. for eq. (5).

Moreover, intToducing the flows <pE and ep~ of dt +~(vE)dx and

d t + ~(~(O, 0, <p(0, O)/e) and taking suitable initial datas (oscillations only on the CD
fieId) we set:

3T> O/3M > 0/ 'r/e > 0, 'r/'t E [0, T[, II[ epE*(UE) - ep~·(u', (0,0, <p(O, 0»](· , 't)~ ~ ~.

Andreas Heidrich
Global weak solutiODS of initial bQundsu:y yalue problems to the ooedjmensiooal

guasilinear wave equation with large data

Traces and seetions of .weak solutions to general systems of balance Iaws are defined
and investigated apriori. 'With the help of anificial viscosity and compensated •
compactness, the existeoce of global admissible weak solutions to tbe onedimensional

quasilinear wave equation .

Ut - O'(v)x =01 00 (0, 00) x (a, b),
Vt - Ux = 0

u(O, . ) = Uo
on (a, b),

v(O, . ) =vo
0' E C2(R;R), 0'(0) =0, ci< 0, y a"(y) < 0 [y ~ 0]

with large data (UO, vo) E L-«a, b) 00 R2) is proved such that the traces
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'fu, fa(v), fu, Y'a(v) of u and a(v) at the respective boundary components

(0, 00) x (a) and (0, 00) x (b) of (0, 00) X(a, b) satisfy the damping boundary
conditions

r(aTfu -1'a(v) =0 }
on (0,00)

r(b>Y'u +Y'a(v) =0
of Greenberg and Li [J. Differential Equations 52, 66-1'5 (1984)] where

r e C( {a, b}; [0, co]) is the damping faetor and the condition reads 'tu = 0 in case of

r(x) = 00 [x e {a, b}]

Helge Holden (joint work with N. H. Risebro, Oslo)

A mathematical model fOT traffic flow on a network of mads

We inttoduce a model that describes h~vy traffic on a network of unidirectional

roads. Tbe model consists of a system of initial-boundary value problems for

nonlinear conservation laws. We fonnulate and salve uniquely the Riemann proplem
fOT sueh a system and based on this, we then show existence of a solution t<? the
Cauchy problem :

Jobn Hunter
Global existence pr weak solutip~s pr bY.m1Plic yariatipoal principles

Goint work with Yuxi Zheng and Ralp Saxton)

We analyze a canonieal asymptotic equation for weakly nonlinear solutions of

hyperbolic variational equations of the form liJ ~x. u)au~ ~x= O. Such
dxJ axk

variational principles. were suggested by a simple model of director fields in a mematie

liquid crystal with director n(x, t) e S2, kinetie energy T =ißt· Ih and potential

-'k duP duq
energy Ven, VB) = N;/J!)-.- = Oseen-Frank potential energy.

oX-J ·axk

The asymtotie problem is:

(1) Vt + (uv)x =tv2

v(x, 0) = vo(x)

Ux = v, x > 0, t:> 0

u(O, t) = O.

We show that:

(a) if vo(x) is smooth, and negative at same point, then v(x, t) J,. - co in finite time;

(b) if vo(x) is a step function, then (1) has globally defined (t > 0) weak solutions

which are also step functions;
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(c) if vo(x) has bounded variation, and compact support, then (1) has global weak

solutions (but v(x, t) is not in BV).

An open question is to show that (1) has a global weak solution when vo(x) E L2.

Roll Jeltsch
A new multidimensiooal scherne for Euler f)QWS

10 multidimensional tlow calculatioos most finite-volume and finite differeoce

methods use dimensional splitting. A new scheme is presented which does oot
associate fluxes with horders of cells. In principle one computes the flow from one

cell to any other point in space by decomposing it into three waves i) transport by •
velocity ii) spherical scalar wave expariding radially with the speed of second iii) a
vector valued wave agaio expanding radially with the speed of second This last wave

describes how momentum and eoergy is distributed due 1:0 the pressure in the original

cello Integration over the receiving cell gives the numerical flux. Tbe resulting scheme
is fIrSt order if we use piecewise constant values. It is robust, i. e. one can compute
strong shocks without areduction in step size. No unphysical values occur. It can be
used 'for unstructured and structured grids and th~ mesh can be refined even with
hanging nodes. The scheme can be accelerated by approximating these integrals to

compute the fluxes. This work has been done as a Ph. D. thesis of M. Fey at ETH

Zürich.

Rupert Klein (joint work with D. S. Stewart and 1. B. Bdzil)
Weakly Nonlinear Dynamics of Fast Combustion Wayes

Fast combustion waves are modeled as gasdynamic shocks followed by a (thin) zone
of chemical activity (Zel'dovic, von Neumann, Döring). Steady plane detonation

solutions exist fer any wave speed D > Dcj, where Dcj is a limit velocity depending on

the combustible medium, the "Chapman-Jouguet"-speed. At the CJ-limit the .'
detonation decouples from the background flow acoustically, which is why CJ-waves

are dominantly observed in realistic applications.

A study cf different scaling regimes for the detonation front geometry in multi

dimensions leads to a hierachy of simplified asymptotic equation systems describing

the interaction of the shock front evolution with a weakly nonlinear transonic flow in
the back of the wave.

These systems describe, of increasing complexity, an interplay of weakly nonlinear

acoustics, chemical reactions, curvature effects and the coupling of a weakly nonlinear
multi-dimensional transonic flow with the simuItaneous evolution of the detonation

shock. They may seIVe as simplified models for hyperbolic systems of conservation

laws in multi-dimensions and as a basis for generating new test problems for high
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quality direct simulation codes fOT combustion problems.

Cbristian Klingenberg
On re&Ularity of solutiops to tbe scalar eguation Ut + f(u)x = 0 withau! copvexity

We prove that for piecewise constant initial data with finite1y many constants the·

solution generically is piecewise smooth, i. e. it is continuous except on a finite set of
smooth arcs. Tbe proof is via an explicit construction in the phase plane, U - f(u), by

initially taking all the convex or concave hulls for the local Rieman problems and then

defonning the union of these hulls to obtain the solution for all time. The genericity
condition is on f(u), in particular polynomials yield piecewise smooth solutions.

Dietmar Kröner
Finite yolume methods for conservatiQn laws

We consider a finite volume discretization for general scalar nonlinear hyperbolic.

conservation laws in two space dimensions 00 an unstructured grid. Essentially ther~

are three different numerical methods which are used in general for solving thes€?
equatioos numerically. There~ the finite difference methods 00 cartesian grids in the
fonn of dimensional splitting, the finite volume and the finite element methods. Tbe

methods on unstructured grids can be adapted much better to general geometries an~

local mesh refinement than for structure4 grids. In the talk we have presented a proof

for the convergence of a general class of upwind finite volume sehemes on

unstruetured grids. The results are more. general than those of Coquel et al.

For getting a global contral of the eotropy dissipation we choose suitable nümerical
entropy fluxes. These arguments can be used in particular fer the Lax-Friedrichs and

the Engquist-Osher fmite volume schemes but also for a more general elass of finite

volume schemes. Tbe method we are using in the proof is based on the concept of

measure valued solutions in the sense of DiPema. Far this method we do not need any

BV-estimates. This is important since in·general far systems in 2-D we eannot expect

uniform estimates of the variation of an approximating sequence. Tbe method of

measure valued solutions assumes less reguarlty than is needed far BV-estimates.

s. N. Kruzkow
Uniqnene" of the Solution tQ Cauehy problem for Ul + (u2/2)J!LL-

It is weil known that the Cauchy problem Ul + ~>.. =O. (~)l + ~)ll S 0 (in the

sense of distributions)
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U/t=O = Uo (x) E Loo(Rl) (u(1, x) -+ uo(x) in Ll.loc ) as t -+ +0 has a unique solution

in the class Loo ra BVloc.

Is the uniqueness theorem bUe in the class Lc.o?

Randy LeVeque
Multi-dimensional Numerical Methods

A simplified flux limiter method far conservations laws in multiple space dimensions

is presented. The flux is computed by solving a one dimensional Riemann problem at

each inte.rface. The resulting wave strengths are limited before being used for the

second order correction and are also distributed to update neighboring fluxes in an

upwind manner for the transverse derivative tenns. Rotated schemes and applications

to boundary conditions for Cartesian grid methods are also briefly described.

Arnon Levy
On Majda's model for dynamic combustion

Majda's model of combustion consits of the system

(u + qoz)t + f(u)x =0 Zt + K.<p(u)z =O.

We consider the Cauchy problem for this system. A weak entropy solution for this

system is defined, existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence on initial data are

proved, as ·well as finite propagation speed, for initial data in L00. Tbe existence is

proved via the "vanishing viscosity method". Furthennore it is proved that the solution

to the Rieman problem converges as t -+ 00 to the traveling wave solution in the case

of strong detonation conditions and the speed of the front tends to the C-J speed in the

case corresponding to weak detonation.Some numerical results are presented.

Ling Hsiao
Global existence aod Qualitative behavior of discontinuous solutions for a nonlinear

hmerbolic system with IQwer order dissipation

Consider the following system which may be viewed as isentropic Euler equations

with friction tenn added to the momentum equation to model gas flow through a

porous media.
JVt - Ux =0
\Ut + p(v)x = -au, a> 0
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where p'(v) < 0 and p"(v) > 0 for v > O.

We show the existence and the construction of the globally defined discontinuous

solutions and we show the qualitative behavior of the solutios as weil for the
discontinuous initial data which are cenain pertubations of the colTesponding Riemann

data.

Pierangelo Marcati
Conyergence of tbe Pseudo:Yiscosity Amnuximation fOT ConseryatiQo Lawse Goint wmk with Robeno Nata1ini)

In a paper in J. Appl. Phys. 21 (1950), 380-385, Von Neumann and Richtmyer
introduced the method of "pseudo viscosity", namely a nonlinear gradient-dependent
artificial diffusion, in order 10 approximate shock wave of large amplitude. . >~. .

We show the rigorous proof of the convergence of the pseudo visco~ity

approximation via weak convergence methods. We consider in particular

(1) IUt +_f(U)x = eß(ux)x
\u(x, 0) = UO(x)

Where the Pdiffusion is active only in the compressive regions.

Tbe main problem is to deal with the existen~eof weak solutions to (1) by adding an

additional viscosity 8uxx and sending a-.0. The gradient bound independent on ais

the main estimate. Tben we conclude with the limit as E -. 0, by using themethod of
Compeosated Compactnes~by L. Tartar. .

•
Claus D. Munz
GodunQv-Type Methods fOT Lagrangean Gas Dynamics

Godunov-Type schemes are considered for the equations of gas dyn~ics using

Lagrangean coordinates. A Roe-linearisation of this equation is constructed and

sh~wn that the Roe mean values do not coincide with those obtained for Eulerian

coordinates. It is shown that this linearisation falls in the vicinity of strong
compressions, in the sense that the corresponding approximate Riemann solution

contains unphysical states of negative specific volume. An algorithm to caculate a

priori bounds far the smallest and largest signal velocity is obtained by the correction
of the signal velocities of the Roe linearisation. These bounds are used to present a

simple Godunov-type scheme which captures suong compressions very weIl.
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Robert Natalini

Unigueness and Stability fOT Solutions fOT Balance Laws

We consider the Cauchy problem for a scalar balance law:
n

alU + L dx.ti(U) =f(u).
i= 1 I

We Are interested in the existence, uniqueness and qualitative behavior of the entropy

solutions in the sense of Kruzkov. In fact even simple I-d examples show that

solutions beeome in general unbounded in a finite time, with different behavior
depending on the balance between the convection and the reaetion tenn.

A monotone approximation of the R. H. S. is proposed to continue solutions after the

blow-up time (in the LOO-nonn), art! some uniqueness and stability arguments are

given for sueh eontinuations. Occurrence and qualitative properties of blow-up sets are

also studied.

Sebastian Noelle
Convergence of higher order upwind finite wlume schemes

We prove eonvergenee of a elass of higher order upwind finite volume schemes on

unstruetured triangular grids for scalar conservation laws in two spaee dimensions.
The result also applies to the discontinuous Galerkin finite element method (see

reHS]).
The proof refines two techniques: first a projection based on B-triangulations (see

reHS]), whieh generalizes flux-limitOTS to two space dimensions. Second, and elegant

new estimate of the entropy dissipation of frrst order sehemes due to All numerical
fluxes which are convex combinations of the Engquist-Osher and the Lax-Friedrich

flux, and mare. (Joint work with D. Kröner and M. Rokyta)

[CHS] B. Cockbum, S. How, C. W. Shu: Math. Comp. 54 (1990)

[KR] D. Kröner, M. Rokyta: S~ 256 preprint, Bonn, Gennany (1992)

Olga Oleinik
Asymtotic for b'avelling waves

Many problems about asymptotic of travelling waves lead on~ to study the behaviour
of solutions of nonlinear elliptic equations in cylindrical domains. In the lecture some

classes of semilinear second order elliptic equations are eonsidered. In particular, for

the equation

l\u-eU=O (1)

in the halfcylindricaJ domain 5(0, 00) = {x: x' E w,O < Xn < oo} where W is a smooth

•
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bounded domain in Rn • 1, Xl = (XIt ••• , Xn . 1), the following theorems are proved.

Theorem 1.

For any solution u(x) of equation (1) in S(O, 00) with the boundary condition
duav = 0 on 0(0, 00) = {x: Xl E dm, 0 < Xn < oo} (2)

the inequality

CI XI +C2 S u(x) S -2In(ytx,,), Ch C2. = const, CI < 0

holds.

Theorem 2.

Let u(x) be a solution of equation (1), (2). Then

u(x) = -21nxn + O(lnxrJ
or

u(x) =CXn + O(xrJ, C = const < O.

Theorem 3.

Let u(x) be a solution of equation (1) with the boundary condition u =0 on o(Q, 00).
Theo .

lu - uol S Cl exp {-axn }, C, a = const > 0,
where 00 is a solution of the problem

n-l a2u .1; __0 - eltJ = 0 in 00,

j = 1 axt
uo =0 on dmor

u(x) is negative for xo"> Xn and"

lu(xk)1 ~ exp U3x~}, P= const > 0,

x~ -+ 00 as k -+ 00. These theorems are provedjoint with v. A. Kondratiev.

B. Perthame
Kinetic founulation or conservation laws

We preseot a new fonnulation of conservation laws in two examples, scalar

conservation laws and isentropic gas dynamics and the p-system. The fonnulation is

obtained adding a "velocity" free variable to x and t and writing a "kinctie" equation

X(V(x, t), v) , where V(x, t) is the solution to thc conservation law. Various

applications are given: we recover invariant regions, give new I1dispersion l1 type of
estimates, compactness results. This is a common work with P. L. Lions and E.
Tadmor.
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Robert Peszek
Time oeriodic solutions ofquasilinear wave eguations

I presented a construction of spatially and temporally perio(lic solutions to a class of

quasilinear wave equations of the type

Ut - V x =0
Vt - c2(u)ux =0,

where c satisfies

and

c(-u) =c(u) ~ co =c(O) > 0
c'(u) > 0 if u > O. •presented a construction which· generalizes the Greenberg-Rasele construction.

Constructed solutions are shock free and the only diseontinuities are created by

expanding and focusing simple waves.

M. RaseIe
Non trivial oscillations in systems of con~rvatiQnlaws

We construct a 2 x 2 hyperbolic system:

(

atU - ox(J~) =0 a'(v) ~ c > 0

OtV - oxu - 0 v. atl(v) > 0 'fIv *0
nonlinear easticity system (u: velocity, v: strain, 0': stress), with only one inflection

point. This system has the surprising propeny of admitting large amplitude (non

trivial) oscillations, although it is not linearly degenerate. Tberefore, this example

contradicts the conventional wisdom, which is: "the only systems which admit such

propagating oscill~tionsare linearly degenerate lt

• The example would also be a perfect

counter example to the well-known result of R. J. DiPema, if the stress~strain relation

0(· ) was C2, which is true at any point v ':/; 0, but not at the origin. Tbe mechanism is

that 0(- ) is chosen in such a way that the interaction of 2 centered rarefaction waves •

converts them into 2 cent~ compression waves.

Steve Schochet
Resonant Nonlinear Geometrie O,ptics FOT Weak Solutions of Conservation Laws

The O(E) part of solutions obtained is Glimm's seheme to strietly hyperbolie

conservation laws with O(E) periodic BV initial data teods as E --+ 0 to the unique

entropy solution of the modulation equations of weakly-nonlinear geometrie optics.
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D. Serre

Explicit fonnula fO! the Cauchy problem

Tbe system Ut + f(u)x =0 is endowed with ,a Temple's charaeteristic fjeld if theTe

exists funetions Ä(u), w(u) satifying both

HI dw(df - Ä) == 0
H2 Level sets 1ta =: w-1(a) are affine hyperplanes.

One assumes morever the genuine non linearity of the field: dÄ.r > 0 (~ is enough) as

(elf - Ä)r = 0, r ~ 0 continuous.

Given a linear equation eu(f(u» is a' constant qa of 1ta, one findes that ea(f(u»is a
c0t:tstant qa on Ka . Tbeo tbe Cauchy problem u(x,O) = uo(x) is rewritten as a

Hamilton-Iacobi system Vt + f(vx) =0, v(x, 0) = vo(x).
One find the following explicit fonnula:

Tbe graph G =(x, 1, v(x, t»; x E R; t ~ 0) is included in the envelope of the one
parameter family of hyperplanes .

ea.(V - vo(y» + (y - X)Pa +qaT =0,
as y E Rand a = w(11()(y».

M. Siemrod & A. E. Tzavaras
Self-similar fluid dynamic limits rOT the BroadweU system

Here we assume symmetty and independence of z. y. Tbe model describes a gas of
particles with identical masses moving along three coordiilate axes witb speed I.
Results of a particular collisiQD have the same probability and only binary are
considered. In our work we givc a new approach to the resolution of the fluid
dynamics limit problem. The main idea is to replace theKnudsen number E by Et and

obtain self-similar soltions in ~ =x. and then let e -+ 0+. The limit thus obtained is a. t
solution of the Riemann problem far the dynamic limit equation.
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J. Smoller
Global Solutions for the Relativistic Euler EgpatiQn

Consider the relativistic Euler equations in Minkowski spacetime, divl1 = 0, where Tij

is the stress-energy tensor of a perfect fluid and the pressure y satisfies "f(p) = a2p
where kJl < c . We construct solutions of the initial-value problem for arbitrary initial
data in the class BV when pet = 0, x) ~ p> 0 and Iv(t =0, x)1 > c. We show that for
this system, the ideas of Nishida (1968) carry over and we get a solution via the
Glimm methcx!. Our solution is shown to satisfy the Lorentz-invariant estimates

Var In pet, x) ~ Vo
x

Var Inv(t, x) + c ~ Vi
x v(t, x) - c

when Vi and Vo are Lorentz-invariant constants depending only on the variation of the
initial data.
(This work is joint with Blake Temple.)

P. E. Souganidis
Nonlinear hyperbolic pde's

We consider here the resolvent equations for a scalar, one-dimensional eonservation
law aod its approximations by MUSCL methods i. e. seeond-order, TVD, finite
differenees approximation. We prove the eonvergence towards the entropie weak
solution in the ease of a striedy eonvex flux. Tbe proof reHes upon the theory of
viscosity solutions.

D. Scott Stewart
Multi-Seale Aspects of Detonation Dynamies

Combustion problems in complex engineering applications contain many import'lnt
yet disparate length scales. The device size is typically many orders of magnitude
larger then the heat-release zone size. Accurate rendering of the physics requires
adequate modeling of all scales. We discuss three related problems: By direct
numerical simulation we show how an asymptotic model (Tbe relationship between

normal delation velocity and intrinsic shock curvature Dn =Dn(x», provides a simple

and accurate description of a stable, curved detonation. Next we describe a detailed
numerical study of a highly unstable detonation zone. Finally we dissuss
computational costs associated with high-resolved solutions to multi-scale problems.
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Anders Szepessy
Stability or vi§cous sbocks andenpr cootto1

I talked on asymptotic stability of weak shocks ofviscous conservation laws of strictly
hyperbolic systems, which is joint work with Zhouping Xin; and on error control and

aposterior estimates which is joint with Claes Johnson.

The stability result is a continuation ofT.-P. Lints work in mennoirs AMS 1985.

Our contribution is to include general localized perturbations. A new phenomenon

occurs in this case: a perturbation of order tIn moves in the shock region. In ~:he
second pan on errar contral a theorem was shown that estimates the errar of fin~te

. element method in tenns of the approxirilate solution. The basic assumption is that the
computed solution satisfies entropy conditions and the result is an almost optiqtal

errar estimate.

Eitan Tadmor
Error estjmates rOT ARProximate solutioos of noolinear cooseryarlQn laws

Convergence analysis of approximate solutions 10 nonlinear conservation laws is often
accomplished by SV or compensated-compactne-ss arguments, which lack

convergence rate ~stimates. An LI-error estimate is available for monotone

approximations.

We present an alternative eonvergence rate analysis. As a stability condition we
assume Lip+-stability in agreement with Oleinik's E-eondition. We show that aJamily
of approximate solutions, (vE(x, t)} , which is lip +-stable satisfies

IwE(· ,t) - u( .', t)llLip' S Coost [lvE(. ,0) - u(· ,0)IILip' + I\f + f(vE)xllLip·.

,.

Consequently, familiar LP and new pointwise error estimates are derived. We

demonsttate these estimates for viscous and leinetie approximations, finite-difference

and Glimm's schemes and spectral methods.

Luc Tartar
Compensated ComPaetness and H-JDefSures

For a scalar eonservation law Ut + f(u)x = 0 the elassical method of compensated
compacmess needs to characterize probability measures v satisfying the relation
(V, CPl'V2 - tp2'1'I) = (V, '1~, '1'2) ~ (V, ~,'VI) far all pairs ('P, '1') of an entropy' of

class C2 and its corresponding flux 'V, i. e. 'Vt = cp'r . Tbe work of P. L. Lions & B.
Pedhame & E. Tadmor suggested to use the relation for discontinuous entropies. For
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VER let <Pv(u) =11 ~f u < v and 'l'v(u) =f(v) <pv(u). One can approach <Py by ao If u ~ v

sequence of C2 functions CPY. E whose fluxes 'Vv. E converge to 'Vv, the sequences
staying unifonnly bounded and converging everywhere. Tbe functional relation for v
extends then to pairs (\vv, <Pv) and ('I'w, <pw) wi th v< wand as
<I>v'lfw - CPw'Vv = (f'(w) - f(v» <i>v'Vw an d <PVCPw = <py 0 neob t a ins
(v, <PvXf(w) - f(v» = (V, q>vY\J, ~Xf(w) - f(v» and therefore either (V, q>y) =0 or
(v, fPw) =1 or f(w) - f(v) = 0 . If v is not Dirac mass aod [a, ß] is the smallest

interval containing the support of v, then by choosing a< v < W < ß one finds
f(u) = f(v) .

Tbe same "method should be successful far multidimensional scalar equations,. but the
div-curllemma cannot be used in that situation and the full compensated compactness
theory could be enough to answer this case, but tbis still has to be done.

H-measures have- been described, but at the moment, they hav"e not helped doing
anything new for quasilinear equations.

Blake Temple (joint work with Joel Smoller)
Shock waves in geneml rea1tivity

Einsteints field equation for the graviational field are given by

G = 87tT,

where G is the"Einstein curvature tensor, and"T is the stress energy tensor defined on
spacetime. We prove a general theorem which states that i(gij (the unknown
gravitational metric) is Lipschitz continuous across a co-dimension one shock surface
1:, then the jump conditions

hold identically across the surface. Here [G] denote the jump in G across the surface,

and nidxi is the i-fonn normal to the surface. As a consequence solutions ofG =81tT
automatically conserve mass and momentunn across such a surface because then

lljlni =O. As a consequence, we find a generalization of the Oppenheimer-Snyder
model far gravitation collaps, which we construct by matching the Robenson-Walker
metric to the interior Schwanschild metric across a ttshock surfacelt in a Lipschitz
continuous sense. We conclude that conservation must hold across the sUlface. In this
theory, the original Oppenheimer-Snyder model has a "contact discontinuitylt, which

prevents mass and momentum flux across the matched surface with the condition p =
0, as is weIl known. Our generalization allows for an arbitrary equation of state p =

•
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p(p). This introduces a general procedure for consb'Ucting dynamical solutions of the

Einstein equations by matching simple metrics across co-dimension one surface. This
is facilitated by the covariance properties of the equation.

Jobn Trangenstein
Shocks in e1astic-plasic solids. or simulation cf enhanced oil recOVery

Tbe hyperbolic wave structure of nonlinear solids is significantly more complicated
than gas dynamics. Most of the literature on multidimensional waves is devote4 to
linear elasicity. .

Godunov methods have been used with success in gas dynamics, -expecially in

combination with adaptive mesh refinemenl The extension ofthese teehniques to solid
mechanies is non-trivial, due to the fann of the kinetic equation of state (rateo!stress
= function of rate of strain). <~::,.

I will review the develpment ofGodunov methods for I-Dproblenis, present the 2-D
algorithm and its extension 10 adaptive mesh refinement, and discuss somepreliminary
worlc on shock refaetion at a solid-solid interface.

Gerald Warnecke
ConservatiQn Laws of Mixed lme

Tbe talk focussed on systems related to ttansonic flow. Tbe transonic small
disturbance system is fonnally the same as the p-system. But, the physical:--model
requires different admissibilitY condition. Same well known criteria like the entropy
inequality, viscousity method, Lax inequalities were discussed. There is a different
version of each far both models. Finally, joint work with Barbara Keyfitz on
admissibility for steady transonic potential flow was presented. Tbe existe~ce of·

mixed type solutions is still an open problem, since L- -bounds for regularizations are
not known.

Zbouping Xin
Unigueness of Weak Solutions far IsentJ'Q1lic Compressible Flows

This is a joint work with P. LeFlock on the uniqueness of weak solution for
compressible isenttopic flows. We propose a new fonn ·of enttopy oondition on this

system, which not only selects the physical jump discontinuities, but also yields the
precise rate of development of singularity at the centers of rarefaction waves and
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centers cf elementary wave interactions. This generalizes the Oleinik's entropy
condition for convex scalar conservation laws. Making use of the sharp fo~s of
entropy condition enables us to show, in particular, that piecewise smooth solutions

with nonaccumulating centers of centered rarefaction waves are unique. This result is
proved by studying the corresponding uniqueness of Lipschitz solutions for a linear

system with only LOG coefficients.

Robin Young (joint work with Blake Temple)
Reorderings in Glimm's Scheme

We consider the system of conservation laws,

Ut + f(u)x ~ 0, u(x, 0) ~ UO(x), U, fERN,
where we are interested in the case N ~ 2. By identifying second order effects of wave
interactions exacdy, we obtain third order estimates. These are used in Glimm's

scheme. to obtain astability estimate for the L2-norm, and an explict constant

depending ooly on the flux, for which the Glimm approximation is stable in the total
variation nonn, and thus converges to a solution of the conservation law. As immediate

consequences, we have L2-decay and L2-stability, shown by Temple with the
assumption

lIu(O, t)~- SC lIul-,
which is obtained here.

Kevin Zumbrun
Hvnerbolic Systems of Conservation Laws

I will discuss joint work with Tai-Ping Liu on stability of undercompressive shocks.
Stability is known for inv.iscid shocks, but up to now there is ooly numerical evidence
for the stability of viscous undercoinpressive shocks.

We show nonlinear stability for a particularviscous undercompressive shock, namely

that occurring in the complex Burgers' equation. We observe that the linearized

equations about the shock wave can be explicitly solved by transfonnating similar to
Hopf-Cole. This allows a careful study of the behavior under perturbation and a fairly
detailed pointwise description of the asymptotic behavior.

Berichterstatter: eh. Klingenberg
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